Color Options
Exposed Components
There are three components that have color choice considerations
- the slidebar, U-channel and tracks. All these components will
be visible to some degree during the operation of the recessed
Executive motorized screens.
Slidebar

The slidebar will be the most visible component, second most to
the tracks. In most cases the edge of the U-channel that houses
the track will be minimally exposed. If the U-channel edge
and some of the side is not correctly embedded in the column
structure during the framing process there could be a moderate
amount of exposed surface.

U-channel side
U-channel edge
Track

All three components can be ordered in the same color or different
colors depending on your project requirements. Executive screens
are available in nine Signature AAMA Standard powder-coated
colors and backed by our Limited Lifetime Warranty.

Custom Coatings
Executive Screens are also available in special order finishes
through our Custom Coatings program. We offer 50 Premium
Coatings with a wide array of finish options including Decoral
powder coat simulated wood grain. Our line of simulated wood
grain finishes allows you to match both color and grain of any
Phantom screen to most interior and exterior wood trims. The
Decoral® wood grain coating is a durable polyurethane powder
coated surface combined with an innovative finishing process to
give the appearance of real wood. These special order colors are
based on current trends and match major door, window and paint
company’s most popular shades.
Phantom Screens is also able to provide all 188 RAL colors through
our Luxury Coatings program, or if you have a unique color that
requires precise matching we can handle any request through our
Custom Match Program. Phantom Screens Custom Coatings also
provide a high-grade quality finish designed to resist scratching,
chipping, cracking and fading caused by UV rays.
All color options are backed by our Manufacturer’s Limited
Lifetime Warranty. To view color samples or to order a color 		
brochure, please contact your local distributor at 		
1-888-PHANTOM (742-6866).
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